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GUEST EDITORIAL
RICHARD RASTALL

An incomplete piece of music invites completion, just as mountains invite us to
climb them. Why do we do it? 'Because it's there', as Sir John Hunt was fond of
saying after leading the successful Everest expedition of 1953 (I heard him say it).
For some of us, incomplete music provides the same kind of challenge. So why has
reconstruction become an important musical activity only in the last three or four
decades? One reason is simply the lack of opportunity. Music editing in the
nineteenth century and much of the twentieth was concerned with huge bodies of
music being made available for the first time through modern technology. One
can almost hear the relief with which scholars such as Edmund Fellowes opted out
of editing an incomplete piece, citing its incompleteness as sufficient justification
for leaving it alone. It was only as a new and larger generation of editors started
work that, the main repertory being already available, some turned to the
incomplete pieces as the next important task; or, dealing with composers not
included in the earlier endeavours, found that incomplete works formed a large
part of the output and therefore had to be included. The amount of recoverable
music found in incomplete sets of partbooks is itself enormous.
At the same time, an increasing interest in the
compositional methods of various composers
demanded the study of sketches, drafts and
preliminary versions of works, not just the final
versions as published. Beethoven offered rich
materials for this, as did Mozart and Bach (whose
regular recycling and recomposition of works is a
factor at an early stage of anyone's exploration of his
music). Many of us had been trained in harmony and
counterpoint by reconstructing fragments of
Palestrina and Bach, a very limited method that
nevertheless forms the basis of our understanding
about composers' methods and how their fragmentary
music can be completed.
Another reason for avoiding reconstruction in
the past has been the residue of Romantic feelings
about the sacrosanct nature of the work of the Great
Artist - meddle with his work at your peril, if you are
brash enough. The very rare reconstructions were
acceptable only if they offered an uncontroversial way
of making a Master's music available, and in
circumstances where the Master's integrity was
unaffected. It was many years before I realised that
Bach's concerto for violin and oboe was a
reconstruction: and who remembers the name of the
scholar responsible? The contrast with more recent
reconstructions of music by Mozart and Elgar
is telling.

The normal act of homage before the midtwentieth century was an updating of the work —
a 'contemporisation, to use the word in Clive Brown's
book-review — usually by re-instrumentation. Mozart's
versions of Handel are an early example, with Elgar's
and Webern's orchestrations of Bach among later ones
(and, in performance, Myra Hess's piano arrangements
of Bach cantata movements). Bryan White's discussion
of Rebecca Herissone's work on Purcell's 'Come ye sons
of art' shows that the updating of earlier work is
another very interesting area where reconstruction — or
perhaps deconstruction — is needed.
In this context, where new music was more
important than old, and a famous composer more
important than an unknown one, the lack of
recognition given to those responsible for
reconstruction may have curious consequences. Do we
speak of the Mozart-Stissmayr Requiem? We do not,
and not only because Siissmayr's contribution is so
weak, a factor that seems not to have been discussed
much until fairly recent times. As Bryan White notes,
critical reception of Mozart's so-called Twelfth Mass
did not distinguish between the real article and an
obviously inferior product. There is now a need,
however, to distinguish Siissmayr's completion of the
Requiem from those by Richard Maunder, Philip
Wilby and Duncan Druce, so that we know what is
being offered in a performance. Indeed, with these

three reconstructions available and regularly heard, it
seems increasingly odd that 'Mozart's Requiem should
actually denote a third-rate completion by a composer
whose name is not mentioned.
Richard Maunder himself discusses Mozart
completion in this issue, explaining how one avoids
producing something that is merely 'plausible' by
using the whole range of information provided by
Mozart's other works and our knowledge of his
working methods. It is implicit throughout the
article, but worth stating explicitly here, that making
a reconstruction demands an excellent detailed
knowledge and understanding of the composer's
work. This theme is taken up also in Bryan White's
essay on what turns out to be the Purcell-Pindar
version of'Come, ye sons of art', from which Rebecca
Herissone has reconstructed what Purcell may have
written. It is rather as if Messiah had survived only in
Mozart's reorchestration and — quite horrifyingly — as
if we had not noticed that it could not have been
Handel's original.
This is a shaming indictment of modern
musicology - or is it? Given the choice between
admitting complete ignorance and the relative safety
of hanging on firmly to what we think we know, is it
surprising if we take the latter course? After all, it
might be seen as irresponsible to rock the boat
without firm objective evidence, a bootstrapping
exercise that could well end in disaster. The business
of scholarship is, basically, to assimilate the known
facts, to be sure of the situation, and then to take in
any new facts and rearrange our understanding to fit
them. Doubts, in other words, should be kept under
wraps until such time as new information makes
them worth displaying.
If this seems too conservative, it is still good to
see a situation in which new material nicely supports
the doubts that one has. I have never been quite
happy with the reasons given for writing keyboard
music in open score — which is fine for the likes of J.S.
Bach but painfully unsuitable for the likes of me —
and have long felt guilty at my secret wish to perform
such music in instrumental consort. Webern's
orchestration of Bach's six-part Ricercare seemed to
give some authority to the practice, but in the twentyfirst century both the arrangement and the practice
seem strangely outdated. It is therefore good to have
positive evidence of performance of such music by
consorts: and Robert Rawson also reminds us of two
composers - Pavel Josef Vejvanovsky and Alessandro
Poglietti — who are surely due for some serious
research and evaluation.

Another area in which unease demands hard
facts to work on concerns descriptive and prescriptive
figuring of the bass line, as discussed by Peter Holman
in his review. It was always clear to me that, broadly
speaking, Handel's figuring tells you what to play
while Bach's tells you what to leave out. But 'broadly
speaking' is not good enough, and this is certainly an
area of research that needs to be opened up. Rebecca
Herissone has obviously done that, and one looks
forward to further developments.
Finally, two items in this issue take up the
theme of the technology that allows music to be more
easily researched, studied, edited and disseminated.
Andrew Woolley usefully lists the main electronic aids
to research in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
music, and after reading this many of us will no doubt
considerably extend the 'Favourites' folder on our
internet browser. David Griffith discusses a recent
publishing venture that offers the dissemination of
scholarly performing editions both in print and in
electronic formats: the Renaissance technological
revolution (printing) and the late-twentieth-century
one (the digital revolution) working in harness.
The new technology has made it much easier to
reproduce and manipulate material in ways that seem
to threaten the integrity of the composer and his work:
yet the ethical problems concerned in arranging,
completing and reconstructing have now retreated,
such ideas having been superseded by legislation on
copyright and, more recently, intellectual rights. There
is no longer an argument to be pursued about the
rights and wrongs of reconstruction as such. The
composer's intellectual property is recognised, but so is
that of the editor and reconstructor. So, interestingly,
is the integrity of the work itself: we no longer speak of
'Mozart's Requiem but of 'X's completion of Mozart's
Requiem', while those responsible for completions and
reconstructions now tell us how they did it. Now, that
is transparency...

Richard Rastall was Professor of Historical
Musicology at the University of Leeds until his
retirement in 2006. His publications include The
Notation of Western Music (1983: 2/1998, Leeds
University Press), and he is currently editing the
complete works of Martin Peerson (c. 1572-1651).
His reconstructions include works by Peerson, Byrd
and Mozart.

Front cover: Title page of Giralmo Frescobaldi's Fiori Musicali (Venice, 1635), the music of which is printed in open score ('in partitura a
quattro'). Robert Rawson's article (p. 10) explores the implications for performance practice of music in open-score format with
particular reference to a manuscript fragment in the hand of the Moravian composer Pavel Josef Vejvanovsky.

Reconstructing Mozart
or
Mozart s Unfinished
The Margot Leigh-Milner Lecture given at the NEMA Day on 25 November 2006
Richard Maunder

It may be surprising to discover that there are many bits of unfinished Mozart, for
it used to be thought that he composed everything complete in his head and
immediately wrote down a fair copy, almost as if it were being dictated to him by
God - unlike the popular idea of Beethoven, carrying a sketch-book everywhere,
noting down ideas whenever they occurred to him, and taking years to finish a
symphony. There may be a grain of truth in these legends, but it is now known
that Mozart's music did not always come easily to him. When he said that his six
string quartets dedicated to Haydn were 'the fruits of long and laborious
endeavour', he meant exactly what he said, as many surviving sketches and
rejected beginnings show.
What sort of sketches and drafts did Mozart use,
and what do they tell us about his working methods?
They fall into two main groups. The first, which I shall
call 'sketches', consists of rapid jottings intended only
for his own use, often only of a few bars, usually
omitting clefs and key-signatures, and consequendy
very difficult to decipher. Illustration 1 shows a page of
sketches dating from 1791, some of them relating to
the Requiem (more about these later). Those in the
second group will be called 'drafts', to distinguish them
from 'sketches'. They are quite different and were
intended to become full scores, but for one reason or
another were never finished. Illustration 2 shows the
sort of thing: it is the first page of the 'Et incarnatus est'
from the C minor Mass of 1783 (again, more about
this later: but it can already be seen that Mozart did not
write out his scores in full bar-by-bar, but put the
important things down on paper first and left gaps to
be filled in later).
There are two kinds of such drafts. Either (as in
the 'Et incarnatus est') the movement is essentially
complete but there are some gaps in the instrumental
lines, or the draft simply breaks off after a number of
bars. Surprisingly, having put fragments of the latter
sort away for a time — even for several years - Mozart
sometimes got them out again and finished them.
(Thus, although he could compose very quickly when
he had to, some of his music took very much longer to
complete.) For example, some time in the late 1780s

Mozart began to compose a concerto for basset-horn
(in G), but abandoned work after 199 bars of the first
movement. In the autumn of 1791 he returned to the
draft and completed it as the clarinet concerto we know
(transposed up a tone for the A clarinet, which is why
he had to write it out again instead of completing the
earlier draft - a fortunate coincidence because the draft
remained in its unfinished state and shows us exactly
what happened). This is by no means an isolated case,
for paper studies by Alan Tyson have shown that other
works went through similar stages. The score of the last
piano concerto (K.595 of January 1791), for instance,
incorporates a large chunk on paper that Mozart had
stopped using two years earlier. And the first
movements of several other piano concertos appear to
have remained as fragments for well over a year before
the movement, and then the whole concerto,
was completed.
As a consequence of this method of working,
there are quite a few drafts that remain incomplete,
perhaps because the work was no longer needed for a
particular occasion, or because Mozart abandoned a
start having thought of a better idea, or because - in the
case of the Requiem - he died before finishing them.
What should we do with these drafts? Those
that simply break off after a number of bars could be
played as they stand, as fragments. It is certainly
interesting to hear them, but we are left with a feeling
of regret that Mozart never finished some wonderful
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Illustration 1. Sketches for the Requiem and other works.

starts, and we have only a brief glimpse of what might
have been. We just have to accept this, as we accept the
loss of all the music Mozart would have written if he
had not died at the age of 35. Of course, it is tempting
for composers with a particular interest in Mozart, such
as Duncan Druce and Philip Wilby, to write
completions; but, brilliant though their 'imitation
Mozart' is, we cannot pretend that it is the real thing
and we have no idea what Mozart himself would
have done.
However, it is a different matter with pieces
Mozart had finished except for some gaps in the
orchestration, where there is a pressing need to fill in
the gaps so that the piece can be performed (they could
be played as they stand, of course, but somehow music
with holes in it is much less satisfactory than unfinished
paintings - this is probably something to do with the
fact that music exists in one-dimensional time rather
than two- or three-dimensional space). There are two
such movements in the C minor Mass, which Mozart
worked on during 1782-3 as a thanksgiving for his
recent marriage to Constanze Weber. The Mass was
first performed in Salzburg in October 1783, while the
couple were visiting Mozart's father and sister there;
Constanze - of course - sang the soprano solos (Mozart
had been coaching her for some months, as a few
surviving vocal exercises show). By that time, however,
Mozart had finished only the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus,
Osanna and Benedictus, and these were the only

movements that were performed - as is shown by the
only original parts that survive, for organ and
trombones. There is no trace of an Agnus Dei and a
'Dona nobis pacem' (except for a brief sketch for the
latter), and for the Credo Mozart had drafted only the
first two sections: the 'Credo in unum Deum', and the
'Et incarnatus est' for soprano solo. Here, there are gaps
in the orchestration but otherwise the movements are
complete. Why did Mozart not finish them, a task that
would not have taken him more than an hour or two?
There has been much speculation about diis, but, given
that the 'Et incarnatus est' is a piece about birth and
motherhood, my guess is that Mozart thought it would
distress Constanze too much to sing it: they had just
heard that their first-born son Raimund Leopold who had been left behind in Vienna - had died at the
age of only two months.
All the same, the 'Et incarnatus est' is a very
beautiful piece and it would be a great pity never to
hear it. How should we go about completing the
orchestration? Of course, we have to accept that work
of this kind is bound to remain conjectural, for we
cannot be certain what Mozart would have done. But I
have the strong impression that, with this type of draft,
he already had everything complete in his mind, but, to
save time, just wrote down what was necessary to
remind him later. (One piece of evidence for diis idea is
provided by the draft of the clarinet concerto: when
Mozart finished it he not only composed the rest, but

Illustration 2. C minor Mass: first page of the autograph score of the 'Et incarnatus est'.

also had to fill in some gaps in the orchestration in the
draft itself; astonishingly, he altered almost nothing he
had already written, as he would surely have had to do
here and there if he had not previously decided what
the missing instruments were to do.) To some extent,
therefore, it is a matter of deducing what he had in
mind, not just filling in something plausible. What
clues are there in the 'Et incarnatus est'? In Illustration
2, the first three staves are pretty obviously for violin 1,
violin 2 and viola (it was normal in eighteenth-century
scores to put the violins at the top); the next three are
labelled for the solo flute, oboe and bassoon; then there
are two blank staves; and finally 'Canto' (i.e. soprano
solo) and 'Bassi', meaning cello, double bass and
perhaps organ continue. The first question, then, is: for
what instruments were the two blank staves intended?
(They were surely intended for something, since they
carry on throughout die movement, complete with bar
lines.) Notice that the bassoon stave originally had a
treble clef, but Mozart subsequendy wrote a bass clef
on top of it, with the appropriate bass-clef key
signature. His usual layout of an orchestral score has
the horns between the oboes and bassoons, not below
them as nowadays; normally he uses only one stave for
them, with two treble clefs to indicate that diere are
two parts. This suggests that his treble clef (without a
key signature, it should be noted) on the stave below

'oboe solo' was a mistake made simply out of force of
habit: he intended the stave for horn(s), but afterwards
decided to alter the layout so as to keep the three
woodwind soloists together. Moreover, the single treble
clef, and the fact that he had to increase the number of
staves from nine to ten at the top, seems to imply a
decision to use two staves for horns, which in turn
suggests that Mozart intended to give solo passages to
at least one of them occasionally, though probably not
very often since they are not included in the fully
written-out cadenza. The most reasonable solution,
therefore, is to use the two blank staves for horns, with
one of them joining the woodwind 'concertino' now
and again. There is another clue: just before the
recapitulation (bars 52-54) there is an implied
dominant pedal (C), but no-one actually plays it for a
bar and a half. It is very uncharacteristic of Mozart not
to make such tilings explicit; but horn 2 can very
conveniently play a low C here (written as g for horn in
F). The upper strings' staves are blank in Mozart's draft
from where the voice enters until the coda after the
cadenza: I have copied Mozart's usual cadence patterns,
and followed the hint of the opening bars and kept the
strings fairly sustained.
There is a different problem in the Sanctus and
Osanna: it is not that Mozart's 'main' score has gaps in
the orchestration, but that the score itself has
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Illustration 3. Requiem: transcription of Mozart's sketch for the Amen fugue (compare Illustration 1).

disappeared and the remaining sources are incomplete.
I say 'main' score because Mozart used 12-stave paper;
sometimes this was insufficient and he had to put extra
instruments into an additional score, known as a
'particella. In the 'Qui tollis', for example, the main
score uses three staves for the upper strings, eight for
the voices and one for the figured bass, while the
particella has the staves for the oboes, bassons, horns
and trombones. In the case of the Sanctus and Osanna,
all that survives in Mozart's hand is a particella for
woodwind, brass and timpani. One diing can be
deduced straight away: the fact that all these parts had
to go in a particella shows that the lost main score must
have been laid out like that for the 'Qui tollis'; in
particular, there must have been eight staves for the
voices. Apart from this particella, all that survives are
the original parts for organ and three trombones (but
the trombones are in the particella anyway), and a score
made in about 1800 by one Matthaus Fischer,
choirmaster of the Holy Cross monastery at Augsburg.
It has many mistakes in alignment that show it was
made from parts, not copied from another score, and it
is reasonable to assume that Fischer's source was the
original set of parts, still complete at that time (the four
survivors were at Holy Cross until modern times and
the whole set was probably given to the monastery by
Mozart's sister Nannerl). So what is the problem? For
reasons best known to himself, Fischer tried to
compress the eight vocal parts onto four staves, but
made a total hash of it, leaving out four of the eight
parts nearly all the time. At the beginning of the
'Osanna' fugue, for example, he omitted a tenor entry

which is preserved in the figured bass in bars 3-6; he
also left out the viola, trombones and timpani
throughout. Comparison with his score of the 'Qui
tollis', where he did the same sort of thing but we know
exacdy what Mozart wrote, shows that we cannot even
assume that Fischer left out the same four parts
throughout. He must have had all eight vocal parts on
his desk but just copied whichever of them looked as if
they had the most notes at that particular moment (I
should explain that in those days singers used
individual parts, not Vocal scores'). Fortunately,
Mozart's particella and the original organ part include
instrumental doublings of nearly all the contrapuntal
lines missing from Fischer's score of the 'Osanna' — but
it is still a complicated jigsaw to fit all the bits together
to make something plausible. There have been several
attempts to do this; unlike most of my predecessors I
have tried to take account of the division of the eight
voices into two four-part groups, not simply a single
eight-part choir.
The best known of Mozart's unfinished works is
the Requiem. Here, most of the movements in the
autograph score are in a similar state to that of the
'Credo in unum Deum' and 'Et incarnatus est' in the C
minor Mass: the music is essentially complete but there
are gaps in the orchestration. But this time there are
extra complications. After Mozart's death Constanze
needed to get it finished so that it could be delivered to
Count Walsegg, who had commissioned it and offered
a generous fee. She first asked Joseph Eybler, a young
composer of whom Mozart had a high opinion. Eybler
filled in some of the gaps, using Mozart's original score
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Illustrations. Requiem: bars 1-2 of the 'Lacrimosa'.

for this purpose. This means that we first have to
disentangle what is Mozart and what is Eybler, though
in practice this is not a serious problem since their
handwritings are sufficiently distinct. After a time,
however, Eybler found that the work was taking more
time than he could afford and returned the score to
Constanze. She then approached several other
musicians, and eventually Franz Xaver Siissmayr agreed
to do the job and produced the version we are familiar
with. (He made a new score since Eybler had already
filled some of the gaps in Mozart's.) Unfortunately
Stissmayr was not a very good musician and his
orchestration is, frankly, poor — though a good
conductor can disguise this to some extent. I have
made my own new version of the orchestration, as far
as possible using other Mozart works of 1791
(especially La clemenza di Tito and The Magic Flute) as
models of how he combined voices and instruments at
that time. At the start of the 'Tuba mirum', for
example, Mozart wrote only the bass and solo
trombone parts; but I cannot believe he intended the
harmony to be so uncharacteristically bare. For me, the

music irresistibly recalls Sarastro in The Magic Flute: so
I have tried to add to that effect - and also filled in the
harmony — with parts for basset horns and bassoons.
There is a more serious problem with the
'Lacrimosa, which in Mozart's autograph breaks off
after eight bars. However, the sketch sheet in
Illustration 1 contains the first 16 bars of an Amen'
fugue (on the third, fourth and fifth staves, plus the
right-hand end of the sixth: see Illustration 3 for a
transcription). It must be intended to go immediately
after the 'Lacrimosa, since this is the only place the
word Amen' occurs in the text of the Requiem. What
are we to do about it? If we were to adopt the 'purist'
principle of not attempting to compose completions of
Mozart's short fragments, we would have to ditch the
'Lacrimosa' and Amen' completely; but that would be
very unsatisfactory because the 'Sequence' (the
movements that start with the 'Dies irae') would end
prematurely - and in the wrong key - at bar 40 of the
'Confutatis'. We could, of course, adopt Siissmayr's
solution: he carried on from where Mozart left off in
the 'Lacrimosa', and ended with just a plagal cadence
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Illustration 6. Requiem: bars 21-23 of the Introit.

for 'Amen', either because he did not know Mozart's
sketch or because he was unwilling to write a fugue.
This too is unsatisfactory: partly because Siissmayr's
music is poor stuff and fits the text badly (his
instrumental interlude followed by a return to the
opening music at 'dona eis requiem' occurs in the
middle of a sentence!), and partly because there is no
Amen fugue to balance the Kyrie fugue diat follows the
Introit. For once there is a real necessity to complete
Mozart's two fragments somehow or other. But how?
The first thing to observe is diat the 'Lacrimosa' and
'Amen would form a sort of 'recapitulation, after the
'exposition' of the Introit and Kyrie and what might be
called the 'development section', die movements in
between. (This all-pervasive 'sonata-form principle'
applies to much of Mozart's music, on several levels in
large-scale works with many sections: at its simplest, it
explains why Mozart's mature operas always start and
end in the same key.) The 'Lacrimosa' begins with
similar material to the Introit, and is back in the home
key of D minor: compare Illustrations 4 and 5,
especially the bass-lines and the 'offbeat quaver' patterns
for the violin(s). I have continued this 'recapitulation'

idea in my completion of the 'Lacrimosa': the Introit
has a plainsong 'second subject' (Illustration 6), part of
which is re-used to the words 'huic ergo parce Deus' in
the 'Lacrimosa' (Illustration 7). As for the Amen fugue,
I have adopted the 'sonata principle' Mozart used in the
fugues he wrote in 1791, such as the one in the Fantasia
for Mechanical Organ, K.608, and the Kyrie itself: I
have taken Mozart's start as the exposition, continued
with a 'development' whose key-sequence is modelled
on that of the K.608 fugue, and ended with a
'recapitulation in which the entries of the theme are
overlapped more closely than they were before.
Moreover the theme of the 'Amen (see Illustration 3) is
an inversion of the principal theme of the whole work
(as played by the bassoon in Illustration 4), so in my
recapitulation I have included the latter theme (i.e. the
Amen' theme re-inverted) as well.
Richard Maunder's completions of the C minor Mass
and Requiem are published by Oxford University
Press, and have been recorded by The Academy of
Ancient Music, conducted by Christopher Hogwood,
on the L'Oiseau-Lyre label.

Poglietti's Ricercare:
Open-Score Keyboard Music
and the Implications for
Ensemble Performance
R. G. Rawson

The performance implications of some early sources of keyboard music in open
score have often been the cause of controversy. A nagging question has remained:
does the use of open-score format indicate the possibility of an ensemble
alternative? A recent discovery in an early Czech source may help to shed light on
the reception and use of keyboard works in open score and the implications for
ensemble performance in the last quarter of the seventeenth century.
The Vejvanovsky-Poglietti Fragment
A newly identified source from the pen of the
Moravian composer and trumpet virtuoso Pavel Josef
Vejvanovsky (c. 1633-1693), kapellmeister to the
bishop of Olomouc, Karl Leichtenstein-Castelcorno,
contributes further evidence for the consort
performance alternative. In the most comprehensive
catalogue to date of the Liechtenstein collection at
Kromefiz, Jiff Sehnal and Jitfenka Peskova identify a
fragmentary score on the inside of a cover sheet for an
anonymous ballattae in the hand of Vejvanovsky as a
Vocal
composition
without
text
underlay'
(Illustration I). 1 Theirs is not an unreasonable or
surprising conclusion; after all, the fragment in
question bears the heading 'Der Tag der ist' followed
by ten bars of music consisting of five parts in
soprano, alto, tenor and bass clefs together with a
figured basso continuo (basso seguente) part — but no
text underlay.
Furthermore, there are other scores copied by
Vejvanovsky that he seems to have made for study or
perhaps to conduct a particular work, and in some of
these he either omits the text altogether or only
includes fragments of it.2 This particular manuscript
fragment, however, is somewhat different from
Vejvanovsky's other scores. The music is not a vocal
piece without text underlay, but rather a fragment
from Alessandro Poglietti's (d. 1683) ricercare 01 fuga
(depending on the source) on the German-language
Christmas song Der Tag der ist so freudenreich ['This
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day, it is so joyful'] derived from the Latin canticle
Dies est laetitiae.3 The early sources for these Poglietti
fugues are all in open score — which is typical for stilo
antico organ music — but Vejvanovsky's transcription
provides good evidence that he intended a
performance for an ensemble of instruments.
Perhaps above most other foreign musicians of
his time at the Viennese court Alessandro Poglietti
least deserves his present state of neglect. His early
life, including his date and place of birth, are
unknown. He first appears in Austria in 1661, where
he soon became court and chamber organist to
Emperor Leopold in July of that year, and quickly
became well known as a teacher as well as performer
and composer.4 Among his many influential contacts
was the aforementioned Karl LeichtensteinCastelcorno, the bishop of Olomouc in Moravia.
Poglietti owned property in Moravia (near Brtnice
and Kromefiz) and called on the bishop for help with
some property disputes.5 It might be assumed that
Poglietti even spent periods of time in one or more of
his Moravian properties - it is possible that he even
knew Vejvanovsky personally (alas, this is conjecture).
Poglietti certainly did know something of the folk
music from the Hana region (around Olomouc),
attested to by his Hanakische Ehrentanz for
harpsichord.6 His musical reputation was so great
that he was elevated to the aristocracy by the Emperor
and was even made a Knight of the Golden Spur by
the Pope. Poglietti was brutally murdered, and his
children carried off to captivity by Ottoman troops
in, or near, Vienna during the siege of 1683.
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Illustration 1
CZ-KRaA835, hand of P. J. Vejvanovsky, verso of cover.
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Illustration 2b
P. J. Vejvanovsky, MS fragment, CZ-KRa A 835, bars 10-14 (original in open score)
The Source
The fragment of Poglietti's fugue is found on the
inside of a title page/wrapper of an anonymous set of
Balletti a 4 probably copied in the early 1680s.7 Only
one sheet of the score survives and the remaining
missing leaves would have been read across facing
pages — this accounts for why the fragment contains
bars 1-4 and 10-14. The opposite page would have
had bars 5-9 on the top system and probably 15-18 or
so on the bottom.
The surviving evidence in
Vejvanovsky's manuscript fragment makes it fairly
clear that the basso seguente part was not in the
original, but radier created by Vejvanovsky himself.
The most likely scenario is that Vejvanovsky made his
copy from an organ setting in open score (of which
many examples survive), rather than a set of parts,
creating the continue part after copying the four-part
score. It is unlikely that he copied the work merely for
study — why then make a continue part, which in this
case duplicates existing material? A plausible reason
for first copying the score, rather just making a set of
parts from the organ original, was in order to create
the basso seguente part.
By comparing the surviving fragment to the
Poglietti orignal several errors and signs of revision are
revealed. The first system in the fragment is a faithful
copy of the Poglietti original (bars 1-4), but the second
section (bars 10-14) reveals some curious differences.
Most of these difference would appear to be copying
errors and/or reveal a degree of contrapuntal ineptness
on Vejvanovsky's part (see Illustrations 2a and 2b). At
some point, either along the way, or after completing
it, he realised that he had miscopied the basso part and
as a result the basso seguente part was off by one beat.
In the second bar of this system he only copied three
beats in the bass voice, but this only became clear to
him after making the continue part, at which time he
then corrected both.
12

In the alto voice the difference between the copy and
the Poglietti source may be too great to be accounted
for by mere copying errors. One of the more
noticeable differences is that Vejvanovsky altered the
4-3 suspension in the alto voice in the first bar of
Illustration 2b (greatly weakening the effect). It is
surprising that in bars 13-14 Vejvanovsky included an
incomplete and innacurate statement of the theme in
the alto voice (which he had already copied perfectly
in the first four bars) in the final two bars of this
section (Illustration 2b). Vejvanovsky's errors in the
tenor voice create an awkward unprepared suspension
in the final bar of Illustration 2b. The most
straightforward explanation of these mistakes might
be some sort of copying error and one can only guess
at Vejvanovsky's copying process, but something does
seem to have gone wrong on this occasion. Typically,
Vejvanovsky was an excellent copyist - so it would be
very out of character if at this late stage in his life he
made such elementary mistakes. There are numerous
other possibilities: perhaps he had a corrupt or
incomplete source of the original and then
encountered difficulties when attempting to complete
the fugue himself. Maybe he had a good source, but
used his copying as an excersize in counterpoint,
merely using Poglietti's original as a sort of guide.
Alas, with only a few suriving bars, one cannot
comment with confidence on the integrity of
Vejvanovsky's work on the missing portion.
Performing Forces
The combinations of part ranges and clefs is
consistent with most open-score keyboard repertoire
of the period, Cl, C3, C4, F4. The equivalent
instrumental texture of treble, alto, tenor and bass
with an additoinal basso continue part was also a
common one in central Europe, and, for example,
used in a number of Poglietti's own instrumental

works.8 Vejvanovsky could have intended the parts to
be played by a combination of violins and viols with
continue, or possibly even all parts on viols. There is
some evidence that viols were used for middle parts
(alto and tenor) in several of Poglietti's other surviving
instrumental works.9 The decade of the 1670s was a
period of transition for string instruments at the
Bishop's court; during this period the double bass was
introduced, and viols replaced the smaller viols for
middle parts.10
Regardless of which specific
instruments might have been intended, string
instruments of some type were usually used for
intricate polyphony of this sort. It ought to be kept in
mind that Poglietti's inolvement with the court at
Olomouc and Kromenz was closer than that of some
of his other Austrian contemporaries, and surviving
correspondance attests to the fact that he sent works
especially to be performed by the Bishop's ensemble,
including a 'sonata modesta a 4 stromte'.11 Also, in a
letter to the Bishop dated 24 March 1672, Poglietti
writes that he had sent music to the Moravian court
especially for Christmas.12 It is perhaps a sign of his
relationship with Liechtenstein-Castelcorno that
Schmelzer sent only copies of his pieces, wheras
Poglietti sent autographs. It remains a possibility that
this fugue, on such a popular Christmas song, was
sent to the Bishop by Poglietti himself. Another
Christmas piece, the motet 'Exulta gaude filia Syon'
for two sopranos, tenor and basso continue survives
at Kromefiz in Poglietti's own hand.13
Open-Score Precedents
Vejvanovsky's score is not a one-off example of openscore keyboard music being performed on a consort
of instruments.
There are many examples of
polyphonic keyboard works in open score from the
sixteenth century until well after the death of Bach,
but there is little clarity regarding possible
implications for consort performance. It is not
necessarily the use of open-score notation itself that
should catch our attention and raise the possibility of
an ensemble alternative, but rather the nature of the
music itself. Open-score format can help make
independent voices easier to distinguish from one
another. And so it is generally the character of the
music, not the type of score, that lends itself to
consort performance; but it is both of these
characteristics that make it ideal to be transmitted in
open score. Davitt Moroney is surely right by stating
the matter much more simply: Bach used open score
in the same way as his predecessors — for 'intricate
contrapuntal' works.14 Girolamo Frescobaldi (15831643) printed his 1624 collection of Capricci in open
score, not to facilitate consort performance, but
rather, he tells the reader, because 'many musicians are
no longer practised in score playing'. Although

consort performance is not ruled out, the composer
makes it clear that he had a single performer in mind,
but also concedes that presenting the collection in
open score would be a 'source of trouble' for
keyboardists. Although it is no direct demonstration
of the composer's intentions, the fact that
Frescobaldi's Ilprimo libra delle canzoni (Rome, 1628)
was also issued as a set of parts (Venice, 1634), may
provide some indication of performance practice of
his stilo antico works.
There are other examples of seventeenthcentury organ music in open score that explicitly
encourage consort performance as an alternative to
solo keyboard (usually organ) performance. In the
preface ('advertissement') for his Fugues, et caprices, a
quatre parties (Paris, 1660) the French organist and
composer Frar^ois Roberday (1624-80) goes so far as
so claim that the use of open score is itself conducive
to consort performance of fugues.
From all those who practice music noone fails to recognise the fact that the
partition [open score] is the most useful
and profitable way of transcribing, as all
the parts are presented together, whilst
being clearly distinguished one from the
other. One is thus able to examine each
individual part and see the relationship
they have one to the other. In this way
one can see most easily all that has been
invented and that sometimes one treats
several subjects at the same time. This
appears clearly in the partition where
each and every note can be clearly seen.
There is also the advantage that if one
wants to play these pieces of music on
viols or on other similar instruments,
each player will find his part
differentiated from the others; so much
so that the only difficulty one might put
forward is that as these fugues and
caprices were created mainly for the
organ, it is much more difficult to play
them from the open score than if they
were written in ordinary tablature [twostave keyboard notation].15
Like Frescobaldi, Roberday concedes that reading
open-score notation is more difficult than the
standard two-stave notation, but makes it clear that
he thinks that the open-score format is worth the
trouble in order to more easily facilitate ensemble
performance. Coincidentally, there is also a Viennese
connection with Roberday's fugues. In the preface
Roberday claims that the subjects were given to him
by several eminent composers, including Antonio
13

Bertali (1605-69) and in fact several of them are
merely copies of works by Ebner and Froberger (both
employed in Vienna) as well as Frescobaldi: the fifth
capriccio has been identified as Froberger's Ricercar
no. 7.16
Michael Praetorius (1571-1621) provides an
even more curious precedent linking consort repertoire
to organ music in open score - though in this case it the
reverse of the more common pattern. His Hymnodio
Siona (1611) and Musae Sionae VII (1609), both sets
issued in part books, included organ music in separate
parts with the comment 'pro organicis: sine textu'.
Praetorius explains that he did not intend the organist
to play from four separate books, but rather to recopy
the pieces 'in die Tablatur'.17 In other words, they were
transmitted in parts and organists were accustomed to
copying ('arranging') them for the organ. These early
sources reveal, at least to some degree, that at an early
stage there was something of a shared repertoire
between organists and consorts of instruments.
Wider Implications
The desire of organists to provide the consort
alternative reveals, at least, an attitude of flexibility to
the repertoire. But beneath the surface there seems to
be an underlying assumption that string instruments
are better at realising the independent voices of stilo
antico fugues and ricercare than keyboard instruments.
What is interesting to note, and long known to many
scholars and performers, is that many of these
composers seem to value the independence of
individual parts that the consort alternative provides.
However, the importance of maintaining the
independence of parts when performing this repertoire
is also a source of controversy.
In an otherwise compelling argument to
demonstrate that the six-voice ricercare from Bach's
Musicalisches opfer was originally conceived for the
keyboard, Charles Rosen argues that Bach's
contrapuntal art 'at its most learned ... is based on a
relation between the audible and the inaudible'.18
Rosen uses the piece as an example of a precursor to
what he calls the Romantic idea of'inaudible music'.19
In other words, imitative entries that share the same
note must be struck with the same key and therefore
genuine differentiation of the voices is impossible on
the keyboard. He suggests that the purpose of openscore notation is to set out before the performer 'those
aspects of the music that cannot be realised by the ear'.20
But perhaps he goes too far by claiming that the aural
perception of individual parts in contrapuntal keyboard
works 'is neither a reasonable nor desirable goal'. In his
Tabulatura nova (1624) Samuel Scheidt (1687-1653)
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argues exactly the opposite case; advocating open-score
notation so that performers can discern 'which notes to
attribute to the discantus, altus, tenor, or bass' (from the
Latin). Considering diis together with the performance
conventions discussed here regarding the stilo antico
works of composers such as Frescobaldi, Roberday and
Poglietti brings into question Rosen's assertion that the
perception of individual parts 'is neither a reasonable
nor desirable goal'.
The danger is to confuse the arts of performance
and composition. Composers were well aware that
keyboard instruments were not as good as a consort of
instruments or voices at performing elaborate
counterpoint - and those are often the models put
forward for keyboardists to imitate (Scheidt himself
suggests the imitation of violin or viol players).21 In one
sense, Rosen is right: there are polyphonic keyboard
works where one cannot play exactly what is notated.
However, this is merely a shortcoming of keyboard
instruments when playing this sort of repertoire, and it
is the coping with these shortcomings that forms part of
the special art required to execute such works.
Conclusions
The Vejvanovsky' -Poglietti fragment reveals several
interesting things about music-making in general and
about practices at Olomouc and Krome" rv izv in
particular. First — if we believe that this fragment was
not a one-off— polyphonic organ pieces were played on
instruments with an added basso seguente part in
Vejvanovsky' s ensemble. Secondly, this fact itself
implies that he had at least one of Poglietti's ricercare for
organ (and one might assume that Vejvanovsky' had
die entire set at one point). Third, such discoveries
reveal that comments like those of Roberday, or even
the publication of printed parts for Frescobaldi's
canzoni, were not merely marketing initiatives to sell
more prints, but reflect what may have been a
widespread performance practice.
Finally, this
discovery sheds a little more light on the mystery as to
why so little keybaord music survives at that court (and
other major courts in the central Europe); it would
seem that Vejvanovsky' at least had access to Poglietti's
organ music (Vejvanovsky' also kept a copy of
Frescobaldi's Toccate d'intavolatura di cimbalo et organo
(Rome, 1637) in his personal library).22 Finally, this
discovery reinforces the idea that the open-score format
was frequently used for stilo antico contrapuntal works
that were often issued for the organ with either the
implicit - or in some cases explicit - assumption that
the pieces might also be realised by a group of
instruments.
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Jiff and Jitfenka Jitfenka Peskova, Caroli de Liechtenstein-Castelcorno

(Munich, 1989), introduction. Again, this is not to suggest that these

(Prague, 1998). CZ-AftzA835.

are not keyboard pieces, but only that using open scote was entirely

There are numerous such scores, such as Vejvanovsky's scores for

in keeping with the tradition for stilo antico contrapuntal works.

several anonymous masses (as well as several by Bertali) where only

15 Francois Roberday, Fugues et Caprices a quatre parties (Paris: 1660),

the text incipit is given for vocal parts (such as 'et in terra', and so on).

'advertisement'. 'De tous ceux qui s'adonnent a la composition de la

See CZ-KRaA 200 for an example

Musique, il n'y a personne qui ne reconnoisse que la partition ne soit

In complete sources, this piece is no. 11 of 12. The entire set, which

la maniere d'escrire la plus utile & la plus avantageuse par ce que les

was widely copied, may have been published in Poglietti's lifetime. If

parties estant toutes ensembles, & neantmoins distinguees les unes

that is true, no such sources have yet come to light. The principal

des autres, on peut bien plus facilement les examiner chaqu'une en

source used here is GB-LblAAA. 32,151 (in open score).

particulier & voir le rapport qu'elles ont toutes entre-elles.

Friedrich Reidel and Susan Wollenburg, 'Alessandro Poglietti,' in

peut mesme d'escouvrir bien plutost tout ce qu'il y a de bien invente,

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie

& se quelque fois on entreprend de trailer presqu'en mesme temps

and John Tyrell (London, 2002).
6

Jin Sehnal, Pavel Vejvanovsky

6

Alessandro

8
9

Kromefiz

toutes les moindres Nottes peuvent estre exactement remarquees. II
y a encore cette avantage que si on veut jotter ces Pieces de Musique

Vienna,

sur des Violles ou autres semblables Instruments, chacun y trouvera

Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, Musiksammlung, Mus. Hs. 19248.

se Paitie destachee des autres; tellement que seule difficulte, que 1'on

Introduction by C. David Harris, vol. 6, Seventeenth-Century Keyboard

pourroit opposer, est que ces Fugues & Caprices estant faites

Music (New York, 1987).

principalement pour L'Orgue, il est bien plus difficile de les joiier sur

Poglietti,

The

'Rossignolo'

Autograph.

Sehnal, Musicae collectio cremsirii reservata, 699-700. Although no

la partition que se elles estoient escrites en la tablature ordinaire'. I

author is named on this suite, it is very similar to other such works by

would like to thank Bill Hunt for drawing my attention to the

Poglietti.

Roberday preface and I am especially grateful to Paul Bilic fot the

For example CZ-KRa A 773 and A 771, both are labelled 'Baletti

English translation. Readers ought not to confuse Roberday's use of

Francesi'.

tablaturvn&i German organ tablature. In this context he is making a

One example is Poglietti's Balleti a 5 (CZ-KRa 768). He seems to

distinction between the two types of keyboard notation used in that

have sent his autograph copy to Liechtenstein from Vienna - in diis

publication: one is open score (partition) for fugues, etc., and the

version the first alto part is labelled Violetta'. However a local scribe

other is two-stave notation (tablatur] for capriccios and the like.

made a copy (CZ-KRa A 922) which has the alto part marked 'gamba'

16 Jean Ferrard, 'Francois Roberday,' in The New Grove Dictionary of

and the tenor as 'tenor gamba'.
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On y

plusieurs sujets, cela paroist bien evidemment dans la partition ou
a biskupskd kapela v

(Krome'Hz, 1993), 52-53.

7

14 J.S. Bach, Die Kunst der Fugue BWV 1080, ed. Davitt Moroney

epsicopi olomucensis operum artis musicae collectio cremsirii reservata

The large volume of correspondence preserved in the Bishop's library
about the acquisition of new instruments during this period not only
chronicles the orders for instruments themselves, but also helps to
clarify their roles in the ensembles. CZ-O Inv. c 594, sign. 122,

Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie and John Tyrell (London,
2002).
17 Will! Apel, The Notation of Polyphonic Music 900-1600 (Cambridge,
Mass., 5/1953), 437.
18 Charles Rosen, The Romantic Generation (London, 1996), 5.

correspondence of Khuen van Auer and Jacob Stainer, kart 175:

19 Ibid.

'...anstatt deraltviolen 2 violen diebraccia...' [instead of the two old

20 Ibid.

violas, two violas da braccia]. This forms part of the subject of a

21 Paul Kenyon, ""Imitatio violistica" in Scheldt's "Tablatura Nova",'

forthcoming article by the present author.
11 CZ-OLa, Inv. c. 595, sign. 123, no. 8.
12 CZ-OLa, Inv. c. 595, sign. 123, no. 1.

The Musical Times 130 (1989).
22 CZ-Bm MS A20.547. Vejvanovsky owned at least one other early
printed collection: Lasso's Magnum opus musicum (Munich, 1604).

13 CZ-KRaA223.
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